The globular cluster (GC) specific frequency (S N ), defined as the number of GCs per unit galactic luminosity, represents the efficiency of GC formation (and survival) compared to field stars. Despite the naive expectation that star cluster formation should scale directly with star formation, this efficiency varies widely across galaxies. To explore this variation we measure the z-band GC specific frequency (S N,z ) for 43 early-type galaxies (ETGs) from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)/Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) Fornax Cluster Survey. Combined with the homogenous measurements of S N,z in 100 ETGs from the HST/ACS Virgo Cluster Survey from Peng et al. (2008), we investigate the dependence of S N,z on mass and environment over a range of galaxy properties. We find that S N,z behaves similarly in the two galaxy clusters, despite the clusters' order-of-magnitude difference in mass density. The S N,z is low in intermediate-mass ETGs (−20 < M z < −23), and increases with galaxy luminosity. It is elevated at low masses, on average, but with a large scatter driven by galaxies in dense environments. The densest environments with the strongest tidal forces appear to strip the GC systems of low-mass galaxies. However, in low-mass galaxies that are not in strong tidal fields, denser environments correlate with enhanced GC formation efficiencies. Normalizing by inferred halo masses, the GC mass fraction, η = (3.36 ± 0.2) × 10 −5 , is constant for ETGs with stellar masses M ⋆ 3 × 10 10 M ⊙ , in agreement with previous studies. The lack of correlation between the fraction of GCs and the nuclear light implies only a weak link between the infall of GCs and the formation of nuclei.
1. INTRODUCTION Globular clusters (GCs) are old, massive, compact star clusters whose masses range from 10 4 to 10 6 M ⊙ , with a typical size of ∼3 pc. They are mostly associated with the old spheroid components of galaxies, with the oldest GCs having ages comparable to the universe.
Although the exact formation scenario for GCs is still unknown, it is believed that they form in high-pressure and high-density regions with high star formation efficiencies on short timescales. In such environments they might gain enough mass before feedback processes halt star formation (e.g. Elmegreen & Efremov 1997; Kruijssen 2012) . One possibility is that GCs are the merger remnants of protogalactic Corresponding author: Yiqing Liu, Eric W. Peng yiqing.liu@physics.ox.ac.uk, halfxianr@gmail.com; peng@pku.edu.cn disk fragments in the minihalos at high redshift. Kimm et al. (2016) simulated this scenario in a cosmological context and found that it reproduced well the basic GC properties of mass, size and star formation history.
In the local universe, young massive star clusters (YMCs) form in regions with high star formation rate (SFR) surface densities (Larsen & Richtler 2000) , and evidence shows that they might be the progenitors of GCs (e.g., Whitmore et al. 1999) . It is likely that GCs also form during violent star formation events, which could happen at high redshift or in gasrich galactic mergers. However they are formed, studying GC systems provides a unique window onto the earliest and most intense episodes of galactic star formation. We can also learn about the subsequent galactic mass assembly histories, in which a majority of GCs in massive galaxies are likely accreted from less massive galaxies in a hierarchical fashion (Côté et al. 1998; Tonini 2013) . At the same time, such stud-ies provide information about the formation mechanisms of massive star clusters.
While the existence of GC systems beyond the Local Group have has been known for many decades (Baum 1955) , the advent of CCDs and the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) led to the first systematic studies of extragalactic GC systems-their numbers, sizes, luminosities, colors, and stellar populations-as a function of host galaxy properties (e.g., Larsen et al. 2001; Peng et al. 2008; Georgiev et al. 2010; Jordán et al. 2005; Masters et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2006; Jordán et al. 2007a) . Review papers by Harris (1991) and Brodie & Strader (2006) have tracked the progress of research in the field of extragalactic GC systems and summarized the state of the art at their respective times.
The number of GCs in a galaxy one of the most basic observables of a GC system. While the number of GCs broadly correlates with galaxy stellar mass, as one might expect, the ratio of the number of GCs to the stellar luminosity is famously not constant. This ratio is widely parameterized as the GC specific frequency (S N )-defined as the number of GCs per unit of the galactic V-band luminosity, and normalized to M V = −15 (Harris & van den Bergh 1981) -and represents the efficiency of GC formation (and survival) with respect to field stars.
Previous studies have measured S N in galaxies with a wide range of properties. One of the largest individual such studies, and the one most relevant to this paper, is that of Peng et al. (2008) , which used the data from the ACS Virgo Cluster Survey (ACSVCS; Côté et al. 2004; Jordán et al. 2009 ) to study S N in 100 Virgo cluster early-type galaxies (ETGs) over a wide range of galactic mass. The Virgo cluster ETGs were found to have a "U-shaped" relation between S N and galactic luminosity, a shape that they showed mimicked the effects of the stellar mass-halo mass relation of galaxies determined from halo abundance matching. It was found that S N , or GC mass fractions, were found to be universally low in intermediate-mass galaxies (−20.5 < M V < −18), but with upturns occurring at both high and low mass. Other studies using independent data sets show similar results for ETGs (e.g. Zaritsky et al. 2015) .
Because GCs do not form in a constant fraction out of field stars, GC formation might be governed by more fundamental regulators. Blakeslee (1997 Blakeslee ( , 1999 and Blakeslee et al. (1997) found that the number of GCs of the bright central galaxies (BCGs) scaled with the total mass of entire galaxy clusters. Furthermore, McLaughlin (1999) found that in massive ETGs, the data are consistent with a universal fraction of the baryonic mass ending up in GCs. Later studies show correlations between GC number and the halo mass of individual galaxies (Spitler & Forbes 2009; Georgiev et al. 2010; Harris et al. 2013; Hudson et al. 2014) . This is also supported by simulations (Kravtsov & Gnedin 2005) . These works indicate that the relation between S N and galactic luminosity might come from the similarly shaped distribution of the galactic halo mass-to-light ratio (M h /L) with galactic mass (Wolf et al. 2010) .
Traditionally, studies of S N focus on its relationship with galactic masses or galactic types. Recently, however, the role of environment has turned out to be important, especially at low masses. Peng et al. (2008) showed that while S N is systematically higher for both high-and low-mass ETGs, it has large scatter in the low-mass range. Peng et al. (2008) studied this scatter in low-mass ETG S N , finding that galaxies closer to the cluster center have higher S N , and suggesting that their S N are regulated by their environment.
There are two possible (and nonexclusive) explanations for such an environmental dependence. One is that the low-mass galaxies in denser regions had stronger star formation at an early time, and more GCs formed along with it. Alternatively, the star formation of low-mass galaxies stopped earlier in denser environments, and because most GCs formed at very early times, the number of GCs is hardly affected. The decrease of the number of field stars, however, drives up S N in dense environments. Both scenarios are supported by the higher [α/Fe] at smaller clustercentric distances from observations (Liu et al. 2016c) .
Nonetheless, more evidence is needed to expand our understanding of this apparent environmental dependence of S N . The correlation shown in Peng et al. (2008) is driven by the high S N of the innermost galaxies, and no clear dependence is found in the lower-mass sample of Miller & Lotz (2007) . The environmental dependence of [α/Fe] is similarly tantalizing. Liu et al. (2016a) found that only the densest environments affect the [α/Fe] distribution of low-mass ETGs.
Therefore, the importance of environment for GC formation is a question. A place to study environmental effects is galaxy clusters, as the mass density changes with clustercentric distance. In addition, comparing galaxy clusters with different densities provides further constraints. Peng et al. (2008) studied the S N of ETGs and their relations with the masses and environments in the nearest galaxy cluster, and we extend this work by adding samples from the next-nearest galaxy cluster.
As a complementary program to the ACSVCS, the ACS Fornax Cluster Survey (ACSFCS; Jordán et al. 2007b ) imaged 43 galaxies in the Fornax Cluster, a galaxy cluster that, compared to Virgo, is ∼ 20% more distant ), an order of magnitude less massive, and dynamically older. Because they have similar virial radii, the mass density of Fornax is significantly lower. In this work, we measure the S N of 43 ETGs from the ACSFCS sample. Combining with the results of 100 ETGs from the ACSVCS sample, which were measured by Peng et al. (2008) , we study the dependence of S N on mass and environment among ETGs with a significant sample size.
The paper is structured as follows. Our data are introduced in § 2. § 3 describes our measurement of the number of GCs. We then present the relationships between S N , galactic masses, and environments in § 4, and present a related discussion in § 5. In § 6, we list our main conclusions.
The ACSFCS program imaged 43 ETGs in the Fornax
Cluster with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS; Ford et al. 1998) . This is a complete sample of the Fornax galaxies that are brighter than B T ∼ 15.5 (M B ∼ −16) mag, covering the morphological types of E, S0, SB0, dE, dE, N, dS0, and dS0 ′′ 049. The two filters are roughly the same as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) g and z bands. Hereafter, they are referred as the g or z bands. For a full description of the ACSFCS and its data, we refer the reader to the survey description paper (Jordán et al. 2007b ) and the source catalog paper (Jordán et al. 2015) . The basic properties of these 43 ETGs are listed in Table 1 . The galactic magnitudes are derived from the integration of the bestfit Sérsic luminosity radial profiles, similar to the work of Ferrarese et al. (2006) for the ACSVCS samples. The stellar masses are from the estimates of M ⋆ /L z using the g − z color and the models of Bruzual & Charlot (2003) , assuming a single age of 10 Gyr. These are the same galaxy quantities used in Turner et al. (2012) .
For the purpose of studying GCs, the images are sufficiently deep so that ∼90% of the GCs within the ACS FOV can be detected (Côté et al. 2004) . We also used 16 blank high-latitude control fields with simulated Fornax galaxies introduced into the data to estimate the field-dependent contamination of background galaxies (e.g., Peng et al. 2006) . Jordán et al. (2004) described the image analysis and point-source selection. Jordán et al. (2009) and Jordán et al. (2015) provided the GC catalogs with detection probabilities (p GC ) for the ACSVCS and ACSFCS data, respectively. The parameter p GC , the probability of an object being a GC, is a function of an object's apparent magnitude (m), projected half-light radius (r h ), and the flux of the local background (I b ). Following the previous ACSVCS and ACSFCS papers, we select GCs by requiring p GC ≥ 0.5.
In our S N analysis, we will combine these data with the measurements from the ACSVCS sample (Peng et al. 2008) . The ACSVCS observed 100 ETGs in the Virgo Cluster with B T < 16, but the sample is only complete to B T < 12.15 (M B < −18.94). It has an instrument setup identical to the ACSFCS, with data reduction and GC selection performed in the exact same way.
3. COUNTING GLOBULAR CLUSTERS 3.
Total Numbers of GCs
The stellar light of the galaxy creates a spatially varying completeness limit specific to each galaxy. Similar to the ACSVCS, most of the galaxies in the sample have lower mass, and thus low surface brightness and smaller spatial extent. For these galaxies, we find that a simple counting of GCs, corrected for contamination and the faint end of the GC luminosity function (GCLF), is sufficient. In each galaxy, we select GC candidates that are brighter than the 1σ above the mean of its GCLF (previously measured using the same data by Villegas et al. 2010) . These are bright enough to be detected regardless of the underlying surface brightness of the galaxy. To estimate the background contamination, we perform the same selection in control fields. Because the typical number of contaminants is less than 10 and the their spatial distributions are nearly uniform, we use the same background correction at all galactocentric distances. The average density and the 1σ uncertainty of the contaminants are derived by the mean number and standard deviation of the selected candidates from 16 control fields.
To count the total number of GCs, we order the selected GCs in a galaxy by their galactocentric distances. From the center to the outskirts, we add the number of (1 − n B * dAi)/p GCi at each (the ith) GC, where n B , dAi, and p GCi are the mean density of contaminants, the area of the annulus between the (i-1)th and ith GC, and the p GC of this GC, respectively. For the low-mass ETGs (M z > −20), the differential number densities at the outermost GCs are close to zero. Therefore, the total number of GCs in low-mass Fornax ETGs are just the cumulative numbers at the outermost GCs. For the massive ETGs (M z ≤ −20), we fit cumulative Sérsic radial profiles and extrapolate them to infinity to derive the total numbers. For FCC 170 and FCC 193 , because the results from profile fitting and simple sum are consistent with each other, we adopt the number from simple sum. The results of profile fitting and GC numbers are listed in Tables 2  and 3. For the ACSVCS sample, we simply adopt the measurements published in Peng et al. (2008) . In their work, the GC number of low-mass ETGs (M z > −19) is counted by summing up the number of GCs, using a representative completeness limit for each galaxy, subtracting the contamination estimated by the control fields, and correcting for faint GCs using the GCLFs measured by Jordán et al. (2007a) , which is essentially the same technique as what we have done for the ACSFCS galaxies. For the massive Virgo ETGs, Peng et al. (2008) fit the binned radial density profiles rather than the cumulative profiles, as we do here.
We note that Harris et al. (2013) published GC numbers for most of our ACSFCS samples. Their numbers were adopted from Villegas et al. (2010) without corrections for either background contamination or completeness. Although the difference between most of our estimates and the Villegas et al. (2010) numbers is similar to the uncertainty, the numbers for low-mass ETGs presented in Harris et al. (2013) are systematically higher than ours. The mean difference is 10.21, which matches the expected contaminant numbers. Additionally, our more accurate measurements of the two most massive galaxies, FCC 213 and FCC 21, are significantly higher than that due to our accounting for GCs not in the ACS FOV. Bassino et al. (2006) and Richtler et al. (2014) took wide field images of massive ETGs FCC 21, FCC 147, and FCC 184 and measured radial density profiles of their GC systems. Our measurements are consistent with theirs within the uncertainties.
Special Cases
Below, we describe some atypical or special cases:
FCC 213 (NGC 1399) . A counterpart of M87 in Virgo. FCC 213 is the BCG of the Fornax Cluster. The FOV is insufficient to encompass its entire GC system, so we need to constrain the shape of its density profile using data at larger radii. Also observed as part of the ACSFCS, FCC 202 is only 4.
′ 6 away from FCC 213 . The GC candidates in the FCC 202 ACS field are evenly distributed throughout the image without any evidence of central concentration, implying that these GCs mostly belong to the GC system of the nearby massive galaxy. Therefore, we assume that the GCs outside of 6R e for FCC 202 (∼half the size of the FOV) belong solely to the halo of FCC 213. We divide them into five bins of distance from GCC 213, with equal GC numbers in each bin, and use them as complementary density measurements outside the ACS image of FCC 213. In the even outer regions, Dirsch et al. (2003) conducted a wide-field study of NGC 1399 and sampled its GC system as far as 23.
′ . We take the measurements between 4.
′ and 23. ′ galactocentric radius from the Table 3 in their paper and include them in our profile fitting. With 10 annuli of equal GC numbers, we fit the Sérsic profile of its GC number density and integrate it to infinity to estimate the total number of FCC 213's GC system. Dirsch et al. (2003) found 6450 ± 700 GCs within a radius of 15.
′ (83 kpc), in agreement with ours in the same area. FCC 21 (NGC 1316) . Unlike most local, massive ETGs, FCC 21 has experienced a relatively recent major merger that happened about 3 Gyr ago (Goudfrooij et al. 2001b ). It contains a significant amount of intermediate-age GCs with relatively high metallicity, which possibly formed during the merger event (e.g. Goudfrooij et al. 2004 ). This subpopulation of GCs is relatively faint and red. Most ETGs in our sample have GCLFs with a similar mean and standard deviation (Villegas et al. 2010) . However, the GCLF of FCC 21 is peaked at a significantly fainter magnitude with a much wider dispersion. Taking into account the brighter surface brightness of FCC 21, we only select out the GC candidates that are brighter than the mean of the GCLF to avoid problems with nondetection. Also, FCC 21 is in a special case in profile fitting. We find that the individual fitting of the blue and red GC populations (see Section 3.2 below) is better than the profile fitting of its entire GC system, and we adopt the total GC number to be the sum of these two populations. Furthermore, the closest companion of FCC 21, FCC 19, is a low-mass ETG with a small GC system. No excess of GCs is detected in its outskirts, indicating that it is not contaminated by FCC 21. We have checked the fitted GC number density profile of FCC 21 and find that it has fallen to zero at a radius smaller than the distance from FCC 19. FCC 219, FCC 184, FCC 182, and FCC 202 . The GC systems of these galaxies are contaminated by FCC 213. We subtract the contaminants from FCC 213 using its GC num-ber density profile. For FCC 202, we only take into account the GCs inside 6R e , which corresponds to half the area of the FOV. FCC 148. This is a low-mass ETG with a close massive companion, FCC 147. The projected distance between them is comparable to the size of the ACS FOV, and a quarter of its image is filled with the GCs from FCC 147. However, in the area opposite to the contaminated region, few GCs are detected. Therefore, when counting its GCs, we used only the central area dominated by the GC system of FCC 148 itself. We then divided the outer region equally into two sections, leaving most of the contaminants from FCC 147 in one of them. The GC number in the central area is counted after the subtraction of contaminants that are estimated from the fitted density profile. In the outer region, we measure the GC numbers in the half of the image with few contaminants, then double it. The total number of GCs is the sum of the counts from both the inner and outer areas.
Separation of Blue and Red GCs
Because the dividing line of the blue and red GC populations does not vary much among ETGs (Peng et al. 2006) , we simply separate these two populations at g − z = 1.16, which is the same cut used in Peng et al. (2008) . We calculate the number in each GC subpopulation in the same way as for counting the total numbers but only extrapolate the density profiles for the ETGs for those galaxies with M z < −21 (as well as IC 2006) when counting red GCs. If the profile fitting of the blue population has large uncertainty (due to being more spatially extended), we estimate the number by subtracting the number of the better-constrained red population from the total number.
We note that the merger remnant FCC 21 contains a substantial fraction of intermediate-age GCs, especially in the outer regions. This means that the color distribution of its GC system has a significant red peak.There is still a bimodal color distribution, however (Goudfrooij et al. 2001a (Goudfrooij et al. , 2004 , and the color cut should probably be different from the one we use. Goudfrooij et al. (2004) suggested the blue and red peaks at B −I = 1.5 and 1.8 and a possible separation at 1.65. However, because we do not want to add additional layers of interpretation with a movable color cut, we decided to apply a homogenous color cut on all galaxies and consider our measurements of blue and red GCs in FCC 21 as simply as a reference for comparing with the rest of the sample, keeping in mind the special nature of this galaxy.
Another special case is FCC 213. Part of the data used for its profile fitting are from Dirsch et al. (2003) . In their study, both the photometry systems and the color separation were different from ours. However, to constrain the profile shapes, we adopt the number densities of blue and red GCs at radii between 16.
′ to 23. ′ in Dirsch et al. (2003) . Accordingly, the results of the blue or red GCs of the galaxies that are contaminated by its GC systems are not on exactly the same scale as others. Fortunately, except for FCC 202, the contaminants from FCC 213 account for no more than 15% of their GC numbers. Furthermore, the systematic errors caused by color calibrations should not affect our results qualitatively. 4 . RESULTS Traditionally, S N is defined as the number of GCs per unit galactic stellar V -band luminosity (Harris & van den Bergh 1981) . Peng et al. (2008) introduced the modified parameter, S N,z , (Equation (1)) that is similar to S N , but normalized to the galaxy luminosity of M z = −15, with the z-band being a redder bandpass that more accurately reflects the stellar mass. Similarly, Zepf & Ashman (1993) defined T as the number of GCs per 10 9 M ⊙ of galactic stellar mass (Equation (2)), which has the advantage of comparing galaxies with different stellar mass-to-light ratios (M ⋆ /L):
(1)
All of these parameters indicate the GC formation (and survival) efficiency relative to that of field stars, and they are listed in Table 3 . Because z-band magnitude is a better indicator of stellar mass than V -band, and we have actually measured M z for our sample galaxies, S N,z is better than S N for our purposes. Furthermore, our samples are all ETGs, which have similar M ⋆ /L. We have tested that in all the analysis in this work, S N,z and T have similar trends in the relation to other parameters. Because the measurement of stellar mass relies on stellar population models that would bring in additional systematic uncertainties, we primarily use S N,z in our analysis.
Dependence on Galactic Mass
Figure 1 displays the relation between S N,z and M z of the 143 ETGs in the ACSFCS and ACSVCS. The measurements for Virgo galaxies are adopted directly from Peng et al. (2008) . Red circles and blue dots represent the ETGs from Fornax and Virgo, respectively. From top to bottom, the yaxis is S N,z measured for the entire GC system, the blue GC population, and the red GC population, respectively.
The distributions of all three parameters are similar in Fornax and Virgo. Specifically, the S N,z for all GCs is roughly constant with some scatter, but largely below S N,z = 1.5 among intermediate-mass ETGs, and it increases with galactic luminosity at the bright end (M z < −23). It also systematically rises at the faint end, but with large scatter. While the lowest values reach zero, the highest values are comparable or even higher than the highest S N,z at the massive end in their host clusters.
However, the U shape of this relation is mainly driven by the ETGs in Virgo. This may simply be a result of the smaller sample size in Fornax. At the bright end, only two ETGs from Fornax have M z brighter than −23. While the BCG FCC 213 has a high S N,z that follows the U-shaped distribution in Virgo, the other one, FCC 21, is a post-starburst galaxy and has a low S N,z close to zero. This low S N,z is (8) The normalization factor of the Sérsic profiles at 1Re; for total, blue, and red GCs respectively. (3) (6) (9) The fitted Re of total, blue, and red GCs. (4) (7) (10) The Sérsic index of total, blue, and red GCs.
possibly due to the high luminosity produced by its relatively young stellar population. At the faint end, because Fornax is 3.5 Mpc farther than Virgo, the ACSFCS did not sample the ETGs fainter than M z ∼ −17. In the range of magnitudes that overlap, the ETGs with the highest S N,z at each magnitude are mostly from Virgo. In Virgo, there are galaxies with S N,z higher than that for the BCG (M87), while this is not the case in Fornax. Peng et al. (2008) drew the dividing line between lowand intermediate-mass galaxies at M z =−19 mag (the vertical dotted-dashed lines in Figure 1 ) when only using the ETGs from Virgo. However, the scatter starts to increase upward at M z = −20 mag after including the samples from Fornax. It is driven by two ETGs, FCC 190 and FCC 249. Because they are not special in morphology, color, and location, we define M z = −20 mag as the dividing line in this work, which is shown by the arrows. One possible reason why Peng et al. (2008) did not find an increase of scatter at the brighter limit of M z −20 mag is that the ACSVCS is incomplete for B T > 12.15 mag (M B > −18.94 mag) and misses 63 ETGs from the parent sample. The typical B − z color of massive ETGs is ∼2 mag, and the dividing line we choose in this work corresponds to M B −18 mag, which is a traditional cut for defining early-type dwarf galaxies in observations.
An outlier from this relation is FCC 47, which has S N,z = 2.51 ± 0.11 at M z = −20.14 mag. It has the appearance of a normal ETG, and its color lies on the conventional ETG color-magnitude relation. However, it has the largest 3D clustercentric distance in the ACSFCS sample ), at ∼ 2 times of the virial radius of the Fornax Cluster. From the projected galaxy distribution in Fornax, FCC 47 is relatively isolated. One hypothesis is that it is an infalling central galaxy with a higher total massto-light ratio, resembling the behavior of the most massive ETGs. Its GC system has possibly experienced fewer external disruption processes and the GCs may have a higher survival efficiency.
The blue GCs are the dominant populations in most ETGs. The distribution of S N,z is significantly biased by them. In the middle panel, the S N,z of blue GCs mimics the distribution of S N,z in the top panel. Low-mass ETGs have few to zero red GCs, something that is likely due to their low stellar metallicities. At higher masses, S N,z,red slightly increases with M z , on average, among both the intermediate-and the highest-mass ETGs.
A more direct way to study the formation ability of red GCs is to look at their fraction of the total GC population. In the bottom panel, the red and blue crosses illustrate the relationship between f Red and M z in the Fornax and Virgo Clusters. The low-mass ETGs that are fainter than M z = −20 mag have relatively low f Red scattered below 0.4. A fraction of the faintest ETGs do not have any red GCs. As with just the Virgo data, we find that f Red is positively correlated with M z in the intermediate-mass range, and either flattens or decreases with M z at the high-mass end. Interestingly, among the massive ETGs, the galaxies with the highest f Red are all in Fornax. In addition, the shape of the f Red distribution shows that the rise in f Red starts at M z = −20 mag.
If all GCs formed in situ, then S N,z would be a simple expression of the GC formation efficiency in that galaxy. However, because the outer halos of massive ETGs are built by the accretion of low-mass satellites, the measured S N,z is actually a combination of the GC formation efficiencies from all of the current galaxy's progenitors. If we want to measure the efficiency of in situ formation of the most massive progenitor, these GCs are likely to be at the galaxy's center. Typically, it is assumed that the in situ GC components are the red GCs, and the behavior of S N,z,red is described above, but we can also avoid imposing this interpretation and instead look only at the behavior of the innermost GCs. We therefore also measure S N,z within the innermost 1R e to study the in situ GC formation of massive galaxies (Table 4 ). For the massive galaxies in both ACSFCS and ACSVCS, we isolate their central 1R e area, count the GCs therein, and use the zband luminosity of this area (i.e., half the total luminosity). The most massive ACSVCS galaxies have R e larger than the FOV, and we do not include them. Figure 2 shows the relation between this inner (in-situ) S N,z and luminosities of massive galaxies. Excluding 
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13.1 ± 5.0 11.1 ± 4.4 2.1 ± 2.6 2.22 ± 0.84 1. FCC 47, the outlier with a significantly high value, the brighter galaxies generally have higher inner S N,z . Regarding the outlier FCC 47, it has several special properties. It has the largest 3D clustercentric distance among ACSFCS sample. It is located at ∼2 times of the viral radius of the Fornax Cluster. Although it is relatively faint among massive galaxies, it has a rich GC system, which makes its S N,z higher than others with similar masses. Furthermore, according to Liu et al. (2016b) , it has a significant sample of diffuse star clusters. However, we are not able to draw any conclusions for it with the limited information.
Dependence on Environment
Peng et al. (2008) found that the low-mass ETGs at smaller clustercentric radii in Virgo have higher average S N , indicating that the low-mass ETGs in the denser environments have higher GC formation efficiencies. In addition, they suggested that the environmental density is the second parameter that drives the large scatter of S N,z at low masses. Correspondingly, simulation work by Mistani et al. (2016) found (2) and (3) Galactic Re in the unit of arcseconds and Sérsicindex; adopted from measurements used in Turner et al. (2012) and Ferrarese et al. (2006) for ACSFCS and ACSVCS galaxies, respectively. (4) z-band absolute magnitude within 1Re of galactic main bodies. (5) and (6) The total number of GCs and SN,z within 1Re of the stars, respectively. that dwarf galaxies in denser environments quenched earlier, boosting their total mass-to-light ratios and S N . In this section, we further explore the environmental effects on the GC formation in low-mass ETGs from the two clusters. In order to compare the environments in different clusters, we bring in two parameters to estimate the environment, following Guérou et al. (2015) . One is Σ 15 , defined as the num- Fornax Virgo Figure 2 . The SN,z measured for the inner 1Re of massive ETGs in the ACSFCS (red circles) and ACSVCS (blue dots) samples and their relation to galactic z-band absolute magnitude. Excluding FCC 47, the outlier with a significantly high value, the brighter galaxies have higher inner SN,z.
ber of galaxies per square degree within a region that includes the 15 closest neighbors, indicating the number density of the local environment. The other one is L max /L, the luminosity ratio between the brightest galaxy among the 15 closest neighbors and the galaxy itself. It generally reflects the mass ratio between the hosts and their neighbor galaxies. In the Virgo Cluster, our calculation is based on the complete parent sample of 163 ETGs. Our L max /L is calculated in the B band. Tables 5 and 6 list the results of both parameters of ACSFCS and ACSVCS galaxies, respectively. Note that we have also tried using Σ 5 and L max /L, calculated with the five closest neighbors, and the results are generally the same. Both Σ 15 and L max /L are calculated using projected distances. Although the line-of-sight distances of ACSFCS and ACSVCS galaxies are provided by Blakeslee et al. (2009) , we decided not to use them in our analysis because the relatively large error bars of the 3D distances would smear out the relations shown in the plots. The line-of-sight depth of the Fornax cluster is not resolved by the surface brightness distances used in Blakeslee et al. (2009) , so including these distances is of limited value. Figure 3 displays the relations between S N,z and Σ 15 . The relations for massive and low-mass ETGs are shown in the upper and lower panels, respectively. In the upper panel, the measurements are limited to the inner 1R e , the same as in Figure 2 . There is no clear environmental dependence in this plot, implying that the in-situ formation of GCs in massive ETGs does not depend on the present-day environment (although environmental factors at higher redshift may have played a role). In the lower panel, from a global view, the S N,z values of low-mass ETGs are dispersed over the full range of Σ 15 with a scatter larger than that of the intermediate-mass galaxies. The scatter significantly increases in very dense regions. In the very densest environments, however, all of the low-mass ETGs have S N,z close to or consistent with zero. We propose that this is possibly due to tidal stripping from nearby massive galaxies.
In Figure 4 , we plot the S N,z of low-mass ETGs against L max /L. Below L max /L∼ 10, S N,z has a constant value around 1.5. At higher L max /L, the scatter increases with L max /L. These are galaxies that have a much more massive neighbor and indicate that the low-mass galaxies in denser environments could either have higher GC formation efficiencies or be significantly underpopulated with GCs (through inhibition or stripping).
The strength of the tidal field a galaxy experiences is determined by not only the L max /L, but also the distance between galaxies. In Figure 5 , we plot the S N,z of low-mass ETGs against R P (Lmax) , the projected distance from the most luminous galaxy among the 15 closest neighbors (i.e. the galaxy with L max ), and the distances are normalized by the R e of the galaxy with L max . Circles and triangles represent galaxies from Fornax and Virgo, respectively. The colors indicate the luminosity of their most luminous neighbors (i.e. L max ), where the darker colors show the higher L max . The galaxies that have FCC 213 or M87 as their most luminous neighbors have black outlines.
All of the low-mass ETGs located closer than 10R e to their most luminous neighbors have low S N,z . Similarly, all of the low-mass ETGs that have the most luminous galaxies in our sample as their most luminous neighbors have low S N,z . Both suggest that the GC systems of these low-mass ETGs experienced tidal stripping. For the rest of the low-mass ETGs, at each distance, in general, the ones with the highest S N,z have the most massive neighbors. In addition, their S N,z , on average, decreases with the normalized distances. These indicate that apart from tidal stripping, a denser environment can also enhance the GC formation efficiency.
DISCUSSION 5.1. Dependence on Galactic Halo Mass
The variation of GC specific frequency has been shown to follow that of the stellar mass-to-light ratio in galaxies-i.e., the kind of galaxies that have high S N (low-and high-mass) are also the kind that have high total M/L. This idea has been explored by associating galaxies with dark matter halos through abundance matching (i.e., Peng et al. 2008) , weak lensing (Hudson et al. 2014) , or dynamical mass estimates (Harris et al. 2013; Forbes et al. 2018) . Hudson et al. (2014) studied GC mass fractions across a wide mass range. They found that the mass ratio of GCs to the halos of their host galaxies, η, is constant below a stellar mass M ⋆ = 10 11 M ⊙ or a halo mass M h = 10 13 M ⊙ , and slightly decreases toward the higher masses. However, the GC numbers of Fornax galaxies in their sample were adopted from Harris et al. (2013) , which are less accurate than what we present (see Section 3.1). Here we investigate this rela- tionship with our improved measurements and more homogeneous dataset. We divide the GCs into blue and red populations in each galaxy and convert the total luminosity of these two populations into stellar masses by their mean colors using the 12 Gyr single stellar population model of Bruzual & Charlot (2003) . The total GC masses are the sum of these two populations. Note that the assumption of 12 Gyr is not suitable for FCC 21, which contains a substantial number of intermediate-age red GCs. To estimate the lower-mass limit, we estimate the total mass of its GC system by assuming that all of its red GCs have an age of 3 Gyr. In this case, the total GC mass in FCC 21 decreases by 25%. Because the change is within the uncertainty, we do not show this lower-mass limit in the plot.
Galactic halo masses are inferred from the galactic stellar masses according to the Equation (21) in Behroozi et al. (2010) in the local universe. We use the scale factor for today (a=1), and adopt the best-fitting parameters at µ = κ = 0. Like in other work, these halo masses are thus not direct measurements but are inferred from a global stellar mass-halo mass relation. Figure 6 displays how η distributes with galactic stellar mass. From top to bottom, the η is calculated for the total GC population, blue GCs, and red GCs, respectively. Red circles and blue dots represent the ETGs from Fornax and Virgo, respectively. We only plot the data points with positive number . Galactic mass dependence of η (the ratio of GC mass to galactic halo mass). The top, middle, and bottom panels show the η distributions of the total, blue GC, and red GC populations, respectively. Red circles and blue dots represent the ETGs from Fornax and Virgo, respectively. For clarity, we do not plot the lower error bars, which are larger than the measurements themselves, but we use them in our analysis. In all panels, the GC mass fraction of ETGs more massive than 3 × 10 10 M⊙ stellar mass (dashed lines) decreases toward the high-mass end. Among the galaxies that are less massive, the η values of blue and total GCs are generally constant, but that of red GCs slightly increases with mass.
of GCs but point out that the existence of galaxies with zero GCs (but, presumably, with a nonzero halo mass) shows that the relationship must break down at some point or has large scatter. In all panels, the GC mass fraction decreases toward the high-mass end when M * exceeds 3×10 10 M ⊙ (dashed lines), reproducing the trends in Hudson et al. (2014) . A possible reason is that the halo masses estimated by Behroozi et al. (2010) are high in this range. El-Badry et al. (2019) investigated this relation between GC masses and halo masses using a semi-analytic model built on dark matter merger trees. They produced a linear relation for massive galaxies, and the halo masses in their simulation are lower than what Behroozi et al. (2010) predicted at given stellar masses (see Figure 13 in El-Badry et al. 2019) . It is also the case that the stellar mass-halo mass relation becomes very steep at these stellar masses, and so determining η for these massive galaxies becomes problematic.
Among the galaxies with lower masses, the η values of blue and total GCs are generally constant. On the other hand, the mass fraction of red GCs increases slightly with mass, indicating a lower formation efficiency of metal-rich GCs in lower-mass halos. El-Badry et al. (2019) produced similar relations in their simulation. In addition, they found that the linear relation at the massive end is a result of the central limit theorem during the hierarchical assembly, independent of GC formation scenarios. However, for galaxies with lower masses, the physics of GC formation is required to reproduce the relations.
If the GC formation efficiency with respect to halo masses is universal, as suggested by the constant mean η at low masses, the intrinsic scatter of η reflects the variation of field star formation efficiency, i.e., the scatter in M h /L. For the low-mass ETGs with M z > −20, we modify MP-FITEXY (Tremaine et al. 2002; Press et al. 1992) , allowing for fitting with asymmetric errors, and fit their zero-slope linear relation between log(η) and log(M ⋆ ). We perform 5000 bootstrap iterations on each fit to calculate the errors of our fitting parameters. The results show that they have a mean η of (3.36 ± 0.25) × 10 −5 with an intrinsic scatter of 0.30 ± 0.04 dex, in agreement with the results from other studies (Georgiev et al. 2010; Hudson et al. 2014) .
In our analysis, we do not include the uncertainty of the galactic stellar mass-halo mass relation. The simulations from Behroozi et al. (2010) showed a typical scatter of 0.15-0.2 dex, which is not able to fully account for the intrinsic scatter in our results. It implies that the GC mass fraction has scatter about 0.2 dex. Alternatively, the simulation underestimated the scatter of the M ⋆ − M h relation, and the variation of η is smaller.
GCs and the Origin of Nuclear Star Clusters
The timescales for GCs to sink into the centers of low-mass ETGs by dynamical friction can be less than the Hubble time. Tremaine et al. (1975) suggested that galactic nuclei formed by the mergers of the GCs fallen into centers. Lotz et al. (2001) examined this hypothesis by comparing the central deficiency of the GC radial density profiles and the brightness of their nuclei, and they found that the nuclei are brighter than expected. This could be a result of subsequent star formation in the galactic center, as Lotz et al. (2004) found that some nuclei in low-mass ETGs experienced recent star formation. It is also possible that some GCs had been disrupted into field stars during their inspiral, because the tidal force is increasing toward the galactic center.
Here we explore the link between GCs and nuclei, comparing the GC numbers with the properties of stellar nuclei. The relation between the number of GCs and the Mz of the nuclei of their hosts among the nucleated ETGs. Red and blue symbols represent the galaxies from Fornax and Virgo. Open squares and filled circles represent massive and low-mass ETGs, respectively. The GC number is higher in the hosts with brighter nuclei. Lower: The relation between SN,z and the magnitude difference between the nucleated galaxies and their nuclei, which are the normalization of the GC numbers and nuclear light by the luminosity of galactic field stars. These two parameters are not clearly correlated, indicating a weak link between the infall of GCs and nuclear formation.
The upper panel of Figure 7 displays the relation between the number of GCs and the M z of the nuclei Blakeslee et al. 2009; Turner et al. 2012) in their hosts among the nucleated ETGs. Red and blue symbols represent the galaxies from Fornax and Virgo. Open squares and filled circles represent massive and low-mass ETGs, respectively. The GC number is higher when the hosts have brighter nuclei, which can be a result of two positive correlations. One is between the number of GCs and the mass of their host galaxies. The other is between the galactic luminosity and the nuclear luminosity (Lotz et al. 2004; Côté et al. 2006) . However, when normalizing them to the galactic luminosity (lower panel of Figure 7 ), S N,z shows no dependence on the magnitude difference between the galaxies and their nuclei (i.e., the nuclear luminosity fraction). If there is a constant fraction of stars that end up in GCs during early star formation, and then the nuclei are built up due to a fraction of GCs that sink into the center, we should expect an anticorrelation between S N,z and M z − M z,nuclei (i.e., larger nuclei means fewer remaining GCs). Even if a component of the nuclei is made of subsequent star formation, or some GCs are disrupted before sinking in, this anticorrelation might still be evident if the GC inspiral is the dominant mechanism. It appears that not all galactic nuclei are made from the GCs that spiraled into the centers. This is in agreement with the recent study of the stellar populations of galactic nuclei in the ACSVCS galaxies (Spengler et al. 2017 ).
6. SUMMARY We measure GC specific frequencies (S N , S N,z ) in 43 galaxies in the Fornax Cluster, a complete sample of Fornax ETGs brighter than M B ∼ −16 mag. Together with the homogeneous measurements of 100 ETGs in Virgo from Peng et al. (2008) , we study the GC formation efficiency in ETGs over a wide range of galactic mass and environmental density.
• The S N,z of ETGs has similar properties in Fornax and Virgo. The one order of magnitude difference in the densities of these two galaxy clusters does not have a significant effect on GC formation in ETGs.
• The S N,z of ETGs in both galaxy clusters have similar distributions with galactic z-band absolute magnitude, an indicator of galactic stellar mass. S N,z ∼ 1.5 for intermediate-mass ETGs and increases with M z at the bright end (M z < −23 mag). In the low-mass range (M z > −20 mag), it also rises on average, but with large scatter.
• The S N,z of low-mass ETGs has an environmental dependence.
(1) Low-mass ETGs that are located within 10R e of their massive host galaxies, or have the most luminous galaxies in our sample as their neighbors, have universally low S N,z , showing that their GC systems have likely been tidal stripped. (2) For the remaining low-mass ETGs being closer to their massive neighbors (but not too close) results in them having higher S N,z . At a given distance from their massive neighbors, the ones with higher S N,z generally have more massive neighbors. These indicate that apart from tidal stripping, a denser environment can also enhance the GC formation efficiency.
• The mass ratio between GC systems and the halos of their host galaxies is constant with an intrinsic scatter of ∼ 0.3 dex when galactic stellar masses are below 3 × 10 10 M ⊙ (corresponding to a halo mass of 3 × 10 12 M ⊙ ). It slightly decreases towards the massive end in the higher mass range, where inferring halo masses from stellar masses becomes difficult. These are in agreement with previous studies. The constant GC mass fraction of low-mass ETGs (η ∼ 3.36×10 −5 on average) suggests a uniform formation efficiency of GCs with respect to the dark matter halo masses, and suggests that the GC formation capability is fundamentally governed by the potential wells of galaxies. 
